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General Fee question:
student input the answer?
study the fee were brought about by ,i;a.i'd.-;'Not too much more would be
student agitation. To date, student accomplis~ed by putting students,
New• Sl•ff Writer
control over fee expenditure is con- specifically working for student conGeneral Fee
fined to the 15% allotted to the Stu- cerns, on the committee."
·The.following article is the third dent Activities Budget Board for stuIn contrast to this position,
and final in a series on the general dent activities.
Shearer advocates student parfee. This week's installment analyes
This situation is likely to continue ticipation on the .Budget Review
student input and alternative in its present form according to Mr. Committee to contribute a students'
.methods of fee payment with Thomas Stadtmiller, Xavier knowfedge of student priorities·as to
statementsfrom the Dean ofStudent Business Manager. The only viable · how the money should be spent. "I
Development and Xavier's Business way to include students in the don't think students would slow up
Manager.
process of determining fee, and tui- committee process any more than
tion, allotment seems to be in par- the two faculty members, elected for
ticipation on the Budget Review brief terms on the committee, or a
The subject of Xavier's "general Committee, currently comprised of number of departrnent chairpersons,
fee" remains for students as vague a administrative personnel and two who have no background in fund
topic as the name would suggest. It is
·allotment," he said. "Students with
accounting or business backgrounds
still highly reminiscent of Churchill's
.mav have more kno.)Vledge of
line on Russia " ... a ridd.le wrapped
budgeting ancf"would be less of
in a mystery cloihed iri ari enigma."
delaying factor." ·
In an attempt to define the fee,
Shearer does not recognize an
Rod Shearer, Dean of Student
overlap of concerns with student
Development, cffered this explanaparticipation since he said each
tion, "the general fee is an addi_tional
member tends to place a. priority on
tax above tuition which helps pay for
activities supporting student life out-, faculty members. But neither Stadt- his own area of interest - while placside the classroom - but it doesn't miller or Shearer, both committee ing an overall priority on University
pay for all of them." Nor is the fee · members, believe the committee development. A student seems to be
needed to defend the students' inconfined simply to student activities; would allow student involvement.
Stadtmiller feels the committee in terests.
it also contributes to student services
The only alternative to <,iirect stusuch as the Health Center and its present form is capable of dealing
Library, the salaries of student per- with University and student con- dent participation on the committee
sonnel and "general administrative cerns. '.'There are enough checks and would be an indirect method of stuoverhead" - building and utility costs. . balances on the committee to·accom- dent groups meeting with committee
However, a complete breakdown of modate the responsibility they're members to evaluate progress during
fee expenditures would be nearly im- charged with," Stadtmiller explain- budget review. Stadtmiller and
possible to determine, according to ed, "student input wouldn't change Shearer both agree that this is a
Shearer, since fee distribution the nature of the committee, but it viable aiternative, although students
"follows no standard formula; it's would slo~ up the process, just as would have no more real control
collected to pay part of the expense any person on the committee would than they do now.
The progress ofs~udent participaof student services, but it would be not have sufficient background to
tion in policy decision making was
almost impossible to know how identify specific concerns."
.much."
. Stadtmiller further questions the compared to a pendulum's swing·by
It would seem important, then, for necessity of students' active par~ Stadtmiller. "The pendulum has
. a fee so widely distributed ticipation on the committee. "Each swung from too little involvement to
throughout the University to coin- committee membe~ has gone too much," he said. "Now it's balancide closely with student" priorities through a number of years of the cing out; it has. become niore
and needs. Yet students have ne\ler educational process; they know what reasonable." He continued, "in order
been consulted about fee.· expen- · student concerns are and are con~ for faculty and administration to
General to page 8
diture. The task. forces· formed to cerned to accommodate them," he
..._ . . . _,.By RITA SCHOENFELD·

Final in
•
a series

Tennis
courts
dedication
·to be held
Students, faculty and staff are invited to the Dedication Ceremonies
for Xavier's new tennis courts
behind Kuhlman Hall ;it 3:30 P.M.
on Tuesday, October 28.
Following o·pening re~arks by
Father Lee Bennish, Father Mulligan, Fletcher Nyce (Chairman of
Xavier's Board of Trustees) and Mr.
Robert A. Harpenau; Jr., (so~ of the·
man who donated. the money to
build the courts), tJiere will be a ten-·
nis program, directed by Tennis
.Coach Jim Brockhoff. The program
will · include a doubles exhibitior.
featuring m.embers of the XU varsity
tennis team and professionals .from
the Queen City Racquet Club.
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Approachin~

exams and beautiful autumn weather posed a

conflict for many Xavier students, but afew mana_ged to reconcile their
interests.
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When you're hot, you're Reds hot...
As could be expected, Cincinnati became hysterical after the Reds downed
the Bosox 3-2 in Fenway Park. Also as expected, there were many Muskies
on Fountain Square to add to the hysterics.

Haunted house. up
to castle pro_portions
By MARIA MALANDRA

New• St•lf Writer
goal is. to operate. the House comXavier University will offer a pletely by remote control. The
special "treat" (no tricks attached) Chemistry Dept. at X.U. has offered
for this year's Halloween celebra- · its assi~tance by supplying the
tion. The Haunted House at the Pied necessary wire. Ne hr will be installPiper, begun only two years ago, has ing the expensive control panel durbecn turned into an elaborate project · ing his ten-day stay.
·
With the help of WVXU and five·
· by the' Xavier Social Com,mittee.
The efforts of the executive staff, , powerful stereo systems donated by
which includes Maureen Cherry, Xavier student~. the eerie sounds of
Maureen Dopf; Tom Flynn, and Halloween will be ·heard in the
Ray Lebowski, along with their staff · Haunted ~ouse. Special features of
of 46 members, have set ·many this year's Haunted House will inrecords in the preparations and. ac- . elude ·moving walls complete with
tual construction of the Haunted. secret panels and a fortune teller
House. Working on a $250 budget, holding a seance. There will also bea
. the group has sought donations and den of rats, contributed.hy the Psyassistance from different sources. chology Dept. Dale Penn, a
Scared to death for UNICEF
The Haunted House (at the Pied Piper) will be open to the pub/i,'from Oc- Adam Nebr, an engineer from Erie, professional m~gician, will be intober 28-3/, 8-12 p.m. except on .Halloween, when it will remain open until Pennsylvania, has been brousht in to structins the crew on how to perform
help with the technical aspects. Their the. illusions and apparitions.
1:30 a.m. Admission is 50t: proceeds ifo to UNICEF.
-

Commenta.ry
By Larry Sheehe

compiled by JOYCE SCHREIBER

For any student, especially Freshmen and Sophmores, interested in
becoming involved in Student Government, openings are available for
working ~ith the Waste ca·mpaign, Student Teacher Evaluations, and
the Student Book Exchange. All those _interested should leave their
names in the Student Government office located in the University
Center or call 745-3560.

•••
Xavier News, Friday, January 13, 1939
..By a vote of the members it was decided to hold a stag smoker on
· the night of January 28. The smoker will be open to Clef Club members
only and an admission price of one collar ·per head will be charged.
The affair is to be held at Pana Gardens. A lunch and drinks are to be· ·
served."

•••

Cinci~nati area women and men are invited to celebrate International Women's Year on November 8 and 9, at an Institute of
Woinen Today, which is an ecumenical program nationally sponsored
by Catholic, Protestant, and ,1ewish women searching for the religious
roots of liberation. Experts will discuss woinen and law, American
history, theology, and psychology. Those interested can contact Aileen
Reinstatler at 1850 Beech Drive.

••••
Volleyball is, offered at Cincinnati Technical College on Mondays
and Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. At this point, Thomas Moore and C.T.C.
are involved in the program. For more information, leave a note for
Greg Byrne in his mailbox in the 3tudent Government office.

•••

Cow dung hurled by a ne\Y_member of the Kansas Bar soared 184
feet as a new world's record. for cow chip throwing set over Labor
Day weekend. Dan Watkins credited a careful selection of dung for his
record-breaking throw. Watkins noticed that fresh chips tend· to be
heavier than chips that have had a chance to dry out. So while other
contestants at ~he Old Settlers Pay Festival in Russel Springs, Kansas
threw chips like frisbees or discuses, Watkins reared back and tossed
his heavy, fresh chip like a baseball .

•••

Civilii.ation-Ornithologists ascertain that a quail will eat 42;5oo
buss in ayear. Accordingly, if we shoot nearly all the quails, we let the
buss eat us.

•••
The Washington Post is offering NeWs positions for the. Summer of
1976 .for college juniors, sen.iors, and graduate students interested in
newspaper journalism careers. To be considered; send postcard for
an application by November 15, 1975 to the· Employee Relations
Department, The Washington Post, 1150 15th St. N.W., Washington
D.C. 20071.
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If you've got it, prove it. If you want
it, work for it. If you think you're a
leader, show . us. That's what we ask
and expect of every college man
who enters our Platoon Leaders
Class commissioning program. PLC ...~.,
... with ground, air and law options,
'
summer training·, and the chance for
up to $2,700 in financial assistance .
. But to make our team ... you have to
•
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FORA FEW GOOD MEIL

~

A MARINE REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS AT
THE UNIVERSITY CENTER ON NOVEMBER 5th. and 6th.
FROM 10 a.m. 'til 3 p.m. OR CALL COLLECT (513) 684-2845

The X1vter Nnn Is . the olflclal student
newspaper ol Xavier University, The articles, pie·
tures, and format are the responsibility ol the

, ... 2

The miracle of ·
Seventh and Vine
While in downtown Cincinnati
one day; I was overcome by this
powerful craving for a three-waychili. Nothing else would do - I had
to have a three-way. I suppose downtown Cincinnati is the most
propitious location to be so overcome: from where I was standing; I
could. see three different emporiums.
. I decided to try the one advertising
~incinnati's original Chili" mainly
because ·I knew it would have the
closest to the original prices. Just as I
was about to enter; an unkempt and
haggard looking man (I suspect he
was a "Wino; approached me and
asked, "Buddy, can you lend me
)4¢?"
I don't know ifit was out of pity or
a personal sense of shame that I im. mediately gave it· to him. Maybe I
was just shocked by the unusual
amount requested. One expects to be
asked for a di~e or a quarter, but not
14¢. Anyway, J gave it to him
willingly and looked right at him as I
did. It's very hard to say what I saw.
"Winos"· are generally easily
categorized as undesirable and yet I
perceived a strange attraction to this
man, a feeling of concern.
He disappeared as quickly as he
had arrived. By this time I had lost
my craving for chili, but decided to
order it anyway. I don't know if I en-·
joyed that chili or not. In fact, I ha~d-
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WHAT'S. DOING?

THURSPAY, OCTOBER 23, 1915
IBCS. Institute-Faculty' Guest
Room, University C.enter, Noon1:00 p.m.
.
Yearbook Sales: Check Room, University Center
.
CCM Concert: Terrace Room, University Center, I :30 p.m.
Senior Workshop: Fordham Room,
University Center, 3:45 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2', 1975
Yearbook Sales: Check Room, University Center.
- Plant Sale.: University C.enter Lob·

)

by, 11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Spon~ored Happy Hour from 3-6 p.m. Opell
by Breen LOdge.
again ~rom 8-2 a.m.
Press Day: . Theatre, University
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2B, 1975
Center, 1:30 p.m.
.
. COGME: Regis Room, University Natlonal lnvltatlonal Debate Tournament: All day, Fordham, Regis,
Center, 1':30 p.m.
Tucker's Tavern: BrockrDan Hall, .OKI; Terrace, Alcove, and Hearth
Happy Hour from 3-6 p.m. Open Rooms, Univeriity Center.
Bueball Game: X.U. vs. Louisville,
·again from 8-2 a.m.
Home, f:OO p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER
1915
MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1975
COGME: Regis. Room, University
.
· Vete~ins Day. Holiday, All
Center, 1:30 p.m.
Tucker's Tavem: Brockman Hall, divisions.

is,
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front of a· building awaiting the
arrival of a friend. While waiting, I
observed another haggard ~nd un:.
kempt man (presumably a "Wino")
attempting to . procure a quarter
from· a passing businessman. The
. ly reme~bereatingit. The.time spent , Wino looked harmless and his rein the restaurant was spent in con- quest contained not even a taint of
templation of that incident. I was belligerence. Even so, I saw genuine
hardly conscious of anything around · fear and then humiiiation in that
me until I was just about ready to businessman as he scurried past and
leave. Right about then I began to hoped that no one had observed this
perceive the reactions of a few other embarrassing situation. (I can unstanding near- derstand annoyance, but fear seempeople who had
by. It was a frightening perception. · ed to be a bit too extreme of a reacWhen I was approached, the peo- tion.) Obviously, someone had· seen
ple around me immediately donned it. I can't say for sure, but I think I
a suii of "1-don't-want-to-be- sensed .approval in the eyes of the
involved"-armor. Even so, theyw.ere others.
The Wino was undaunted by the
looking out of the corners of their
eyes to see how ·I wo.uld handle the refusal. (Rejection must just be a daisituatiOn. In their eyes, my actions ' ly annoyance to be disregarded in
must have been viewed as capituJa.; that lifestyle.). He spotted me and
tion. A strange transformation over- asked, "Mister; could you give nie a
.took them. Somehow they were quarter to ride the Metro?" I knew he
changed from passive observers to wasn't about to ride the Metro, but I .
self-righteous judges. Not a ·word gave him the quarter willingly and he
was spoken, but through their stares, thanked me and walked away.
While he was walking, I began to
they attempted to condemn me for
an unpardonable crime. I tiad receiv- question the wisdom of my actions.
ed the voice of conscience and· "He'll probably just use that quarter
followed its instructions. This is for- towards a. bottle of Mad ·Dog or
bidden if an apathetic balance is to worse," I thought. People wer:e looking at me again and I began to sense
be maintained.
When I became aware of this, the the futility .that seems to block any ·
restaurant became a cold and un- . attempt to help an incorrigible.
And then something beautiful
comfortable place. Even though
none of my accusers were present, I happened. A bus stopped at the corhad to leave. I haven't· been back ner of Seventh and Vine and that
Wino got on. A tear formed in my
since.
A few weeks later I was downtown eye and I didn't care who was
again. This time I was standing in watching me ..

'n Spice

Reading Road at Victory Parkway

OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE
•·

.. DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
ORAFTER·THAT LATE
-.WEEK-END 'DATE.
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S ·FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING S[JNDA Y MORNING.BREAKFAST
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.
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arts & e.ntertainment
Flash'': ·most flushed ·''hero" of all.time

''Royal

.Flashman as he copes through an
If you've ever read Tom Brown's is completely unsatisfying.
improbable series of adventures. By
Schooldays, or seen the BBC film
"Flash" opens with Harry his thoroughgoing selfishness, by his
version, you well remember the
worthless Harry Flashman, 1,"om · Flashman (Malcolm MacDowall) very mediocrity, Flashrnan survives
Brown's archenemy. Coward, bully, addressing the student body of by standing for nothing but survival.
lecher and .snob, Flashman · Rugby.- He has returned, alumnus- He has no morals; no scruples, no
· brutalizes underclassmen, cheats at made-good, as war hero. "Keep philosophy by which to operate: he is
rugby; and attempts to ravish clean in mind and body - take a an ethical weathercock. F.lashman
farmer's daughters. Even the good cold bawth each morning'," he ad- cannot even be said to be evil; he has
Dr. Thomas Arnold and the glorious vises from the podium, backed by a not the intelligence, the force, or the
·
influence of Rugby cannot salvage gigantic.British flag; as tl1e scene dis- in~ividuality.
Flashman plays out his
solves to a flashback of· his
anything of value in Flashman.
"Royal Flash," Richard . Lester's "heroism": by hiding•. he is the only thoughtless existence against . a
background of grand . and far. reaching calculation: Otto von
Bismarck (Oliver Reed) is laying the
foundation of the Second Reich.·
Flashman is· a coincidentally useful
tool, but he has no concern for the
implications of Bismarck's
machinations, or even of his own actions; he is· directed completely by
momentary needs and opportunities. But, scab that he is,
Flashman is yet the only i.mcorrupt
character of any,development. This
virtue is purely a negative .one:
nothing is there to be corrupted. And
Lester is much concerned with corruption, with decadence. Almost all
· of "Royal Flash" is set within
aristocratic circles peopled with inbred and enervated individuals.
They are bound by their clothing and
Among the many mock-swashbuckles of "Royal Flash," Lola. Montez customs, and exist, like Flashman,
(Fiorinda Bolkan), left, fights a duel with opera diva Margaret Courtenay. aimlessly, except that t'1ey are
completely static. Flashman hai. at
first film since "The Four Briton alive in the fort. Seeing no es- · least a certain haphazard dynamism;
Musketeers," deals with Harry cape, he rips down the flag to sur- these aristocrats; panned-over
Ffashman as an adult. Based on the render and save his skin, when a shell characters that they are, have no
farcical novels by George · Mac- explodes; killing the enemy soldiers struggle for survival at all.
Lester's vision is an extraordinariDonald. Fraser, who wrote the and knocking Flashman out - flag
screenplay to both Musketeer films, clutched so· to--his breast that the ly cynical one. There is much
"Royal Flash" is a cynical, black- timely .relief foree assumes him a violence in the film, sadistic violence,
ritualized and · stagey violence ·
humored, well-conceived and highly hero.
entertaining film. But, ultimately, it
This i~ th!'. cha_racter . of Harr>; mock,.due_ls, ne.ar-tortures - and all
• - :.. ; ' "
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'
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sity that give the ·film its vague
menace uµderlying the slapstick.
Among all the grotesque rocaco and
Germanic Gothic, .owls' heads twist
off matter-of-factly . to·· reveal
decanters, lovers engage in verbal
foreplay !>efore the frozen faces of
page-boys, cake-knives slice into
chocolate portraits of duchesses. In
one memorable scene, the wide-eyed
Flashman apparently (and involuntarily) is about to undergo castra- ·
tion. Rescued by von Starnberg
(Alan Bates) crashing chivalrously
through the kitchen window; myriad
·hanging sausages are mutilated in
the ensuing swordplay, wurst drop-.
ping all about the floor in a won, drous excess of phallic imagery, as
the lackeys single-mindedly brandish their cleavers.
Technically, "Royal Flash" is
beautifully done. Aside from the
lavish sets arid scenery, photographed alternately in mist and glaring
clarity, Lester structures the film
nicely, with 'pace and balance and
parallel. It is just too bad that one
feels all this. expertise is somehow
useless.
·
-Anita· Buck

FREE PASS
Goad any night
Wednesday '
thru o.ct. 31, 1975.
3225 Madison Rd.
2 l.D.'1 required
exc~t

•

-· .GET .
SCARED TO

DEATH··FOR
·UNICEF.

Xavier University
Haunted House 1975
Pied Piper House
October 28•31

i

SUNDAY ••• LADIES FREE
TUESDAY ••• $1.00
admission. or free with pass from any
other night.

WEDNESDAY ..• ADMISSION
covers cost of beer and soft drinks

THURSDAY ••• QUARTER NITE
start the weekend early. $1.00 admissio.n.
at door
·

••

8 'til 12 (Tues., ·wed., Thurs.)
8 'til '.1 :30 a.m. (Halloween)
Pr9fits benefit United Nations Child fund

YOurl\Ouse
just bumecl .
to the ground.

;
+

overlaid with black, black humor.
Lester goes further, though, using
the camera very·subjectively, so tltat
we at once are made aware of the
genuine humor of these situations,
and the genuine fear of the victims.
Simultaneously forced back and
gathered in, a considerable amount
of the violence is done to the
audience.
It is this bite to "Royal Flash"
which saves it from being mere
swashbuckling spoof. It is that, most
viewers will see it as that,, and it
·would be wrong to attribute much
other significance to it. But Lester is
a fine director; capable. ofart, a!ld he
does raise some questions by hisjux. taposition of character and conflict.
None is terribly original, to be sure,
but "Royal Flash" does have some
potential as a good film; Lester ob- ·
viously was unwilling to. put the effort into, or take the chance on that.
He maintains complete control of
the film as spoof.
Superficially, "Royal Flash" is
entertaining, very much so. Fraser's
dialogue is fairly funny, with a few
excellent lines. But it is Lester's witty
visuals of subtle and insistent perver-

FRIDAY & SATURDAY.

START. O·F· A WILD

WEEKEND.
10 minutes frorn··xaviercampus
3225 Madison·Rd.
. east of Oakley Square

(JoinUs.) (Fast.)
.
Oclober.·:ia, 1171

.

1he.AiDeriean
'led Cross.
TheGoocl'
. ·Neigbbcx

2 l.D.'s REQUIRED
....

TOM USHER, SP-ORTS EDITOR

Women's. tennis on' upswingp,uts down Mount and Dayton
.

..

.

By TOM USHER
Sport. Editor

There's always roorp for a winner
at Xavier, and the Musketeers have
one in the person of the Women's
Tennis Squad. Two big wins last
week over Mount St. Joe's and the
Flyerettes from Dayton upped. the
women netters' record on the year to
3-2. ''Those were big wins for us this
year, because those teams have been
around for long time, while X is
just in its second year," commented
Coach Jim Brockhoff.
Mary Beth Butler, "the Blonde
Bomber" from Palm Beach, Florida,
plays number one and holds an impressive 11-1 record over her two
years at Xavier so far. The Blonde
Bomber is a natural athlete and rates
high in the city among women's ten~
nis players. Commenting on Butler,
Brqckhoff stated, "She plays an excellent back court game and also has

a

.

.

fine ground strokes." Simplifying
her technique, he said, "She moves
very well, and really hits the heck out
of the ball."
. Peggy Price plays number two,
and has a4-I record this year, which
is fantastic considering Ms. Price is
in her mid 40s. This40-year-old-tennis marvel has good court sense and
a great court temperament.
Kim Kulkelski plays number three·
and is probably the most improved
player on the squad. Brockhoffsays,
"Kim has really improved her
strokes so that she's become quite a
. smooth player." Brockhoff continued, ~'She's also got a great desire
to win, as in her come-from-behind
win against her Mount opponent."·
The doubles portion of the team
includes the following: Intramural
All-Star and Greek Week chainp
Kathy Sutton, women's Basketball
standout Katie Stratman, Barb
Lechleiter, and Brianne Looby. Jane
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Schweer, Denise Glenn, Helen La°Jeun.esse, Mary Ann McKay, Sue
Kappes, arid Ann Monroe round out
the club.
· ·
Unity and leadership·are a key in .
any sport and women's tennis is no
exception. Seniors Kathy Sutton,
Jane Schweer, and Barb Lechleiter
helped· last year fo launching the
program and their enthusiasm is still
higher than the Goodyear blimp.
Hopefully, the new tennis courts
can be completed by the time of the
final Mt. St. Joe matchup. Right
now the team has no real home
court. One thing is for sure; though: .
Women's Tennis is a credit to the
sports program at Xavier. As Coach
Brockhoff says, "If we continue to
grow the way we have, and if we stay
in our own competition, the
program will continue on the upswing."
·
Other women's sports should take
Mary Beth Butler:. "hits the heck
note.
·
out of the ball"

l

Captain Jim Donlin, left, and Coach Brian Brimelow, right, shown here in a
game against ihe Cleveland Blues last spring. The Muskies won, 14-1.

Kim Kuke/ski: "quite a smooth
player"

The ''Hooker''
·
.
·.
·. .
Rugby 1s almost a
religion to Coach Brimelow
By NANCY MALONEY
New1·s1aff. Writer

I

Photo• courtffy of CollCh. Brocllhoff ·

"No pay, and he's out there practicing with us two and three times a
week." "Brian doesn't just coach the
team - he's also one of the players."
These are a few of the rugby
players' comments about the coach,
Brian Brimelow. Born in Tyldsley
England, Coach Brimelow has been
playing rugby for thirty-two years.
He considers the sport "almost a
religion."
.
When asked to give a little history
on the sport of rugby, Coach
Brimelow 'said '~Rugby, England is
where the sport originate~ in 1823. It

was then called 'rugby football.' By
1875, the United Stales had entered
the sport, Yale and Harvard having
the first two teams. At the present
time, we have four rugby teams in
the Cincinnati" area: Xavier, U.C.,
Cincinnati, and Queen City."
So how does Xavier rate? Coach
Brimelow said, "Olirs is the most inexperienced club in town, since this
is only our second season. but, inexperienced as we are, the team-plays a
very reasonable game." To cite an
example, Mr. Brimelow pointed to.
the ruggers• opening game . this
seas9n against Dayton, "We used
· five guys who'd never played a rugby.

game before. None of them had been
on our team last" year, and they
played very well. The final score was·
10-7 with Xavier on top." ·
As mentioned earlier, Brimelow·
serves as both coach and player on
the team. Jim Donlin, captain of the · ·
squad, gave his thoughts on this;
"Brian wants us to learn how to play,
and is willing to help in. ·any way.'
Brian playing 'hooker' (player who
kicks ball back in scrum, or huddle)
pulls the team together. When things
get really bad, Brian steps in. And
when he talks, everyone listens." ·
Brian Manion, vice-captain and
"Hooker'' to page 8

·EARN UP TO 51880 a school
·year or mor~ p~ing educationai
· nterature on · campus In spare
·time. Send. name, address;
phone, school and references to:
:Nationwide College Marketlni
. Services, Inc., P.O. Box 1384,
·:Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
•Call (313) 662-1770.

RESEARCH
Thous~nds of Topic·s
Send for your up-to-date, 160·
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling. ·

Group 10. Save up to 331/3%
roundtrip (up to 20% one way).
Oroups of IO or more save when
they· purchase tickets 48 hours in ·
advance and take off together. And
you can each return separately, if
you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9. -Save up to 20%
roundtrip. Gro1;1ps of 4 to 9 save
when you make reservations 48
hours in advan¢e and fly together
to and from selected cities. Stay at
least 3 but no ~ore than 30 days._

Go home on. Allegheny. And
save yourself some money. We
offer a wide variety of discount
travel plans with big savings for
groups and individuals.
The Liberty Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places
besides, with ·unlimited travel at
one low price. You get a choice of
3 plans, too-7 days for $129, 14
days for$149 and21 days for$179.
Good everywhere ·we fly, except
Canada. :

Leave before noon on weekdaysanytime on weekends.
· Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a Saturday or
Sunday.
·
·
For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount
travel plans and flight reservations,
see your Travel Agent pr call your
local Allegheny Airlines reservations number. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.
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Our research papers· are sold for
research purpc;ilft only.

LOW AUTO RATES
call

ARY. HAUSER
·INSURANCE,
INC.
Art H~user,
. Xavier, '54

..
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,

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., I 206
.LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2131 477-8474

871-0098
AUTO AND LIF.E INSURANCE
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·1eft him bedridden for a year. Hurst
;lifts weights only occasionally since
·he does not wish to become "muscle
·bound" or to look like ''Charles
Atlas." ·
The usual procedure, according to
Hurst, is to begin with warm-up exercises, which· consist of ropeskipping, jumping jacks, and toe
touches. He next works out and concentrates . on pressing, or curling,
more weight and curling the same
amount of weight more times than
he had the time before. Hurst feels
that every session 'should end with
jogging or running.

By BARB BARRETT
NIWllllHWrlttr

In 1894 "Miss Darnett" was
known as the "sieging strong lady."
· Her specialty consisted of lying flat
on her back with a l~rge platform
placed on her stomach. Assistants
would put weights on the plat(orni
until the total weight was ISOO
pounds. While a gentleman accompanied her on the piano, "Miss
Darnett" would begin to sing and lift
herself with the entire weight off the
floor.
Most students probably don't
realize that Xavier has its own "Miss
Darnetts:" One freshman woman · Tom Molloy, a Xavier freshman,
claims that she is capable of catching bas his own set of weights at Marion
a 160 pound man after throwing him Hall. He works out three to four
up in the air. Another woman started hours every week. Molloy says that
lifting weights in order to develop · many guys are forced to give up
her arm muscles for gymnastics. But weight lifting at school because of
most women said. they had tried · "the difficulties of transporting the
lifting weights only a few times ·~ust weights and the problem of finding
for fun."
·
enough sp~ce to work out."
Male weight .lifters generally exMel Counts, an R.A. in Kuhlman
pressed more serious sentiments Hall, tries to work out every day, and
about the sport. Xavier junior Scott feels that "a great number of gµys at
Hurst lifts weights to stretch his .Xavier work· out every so often to
muscles, .·to de\'.elop his physical keep in shape." However, Counts
strength and endurance, and to ex.:. pointed !'.>Ut that it is difficult to find
· pand hi11 respiratory capacity. He out how many students at Xavier are
. first became interested in weight · involved in weight lifting since none,
lifting tO build up the strength of his to his knowledge, are involved in
muscles after a serious car accident competitive activities.

Weightlifting
alive and
well at
Xavier
~
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Archbishop awarded Peace Prize ·
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Camara respo.nds to· divided modern world
By BILL BALSKUS
NnaStaHWrlter

Dom Helder Camara, Archbishop·
of Brazil, addressed the question. of
poverty in a speech delivered last
· Thursday at University of Cincin~
nati. Camara was awarded the I 97S
Peace Prize by the Third Order of St.
Francis of the United States. He also
received an honorary degree from
the President of the University of
Ciitcinnati.
Throughout the ceremony, the
Archbishop· smiled as if bewildered
by all the unaccustomed adulation.
Camara has abandoned the·palatial
estate customarily afforded to the
Archbishop of Brazil and has taken
up residency in the poorest section of
his diocese. Because of his radical
identification with the poor, Camara
has received few honors from his

native Brazil.
Camara addressed his speech to
St. Francis in an attempt to discern
what Francis' response would be to
the modern world. According to
Camara, if Francis were alive today,
he would face a "triple challenge."
He would have to formulate a
response to a world in which twothirds of its people are degraded to·
"a sub-human condition," having no
prospectives, no hope, and no se_nse
of God. Meanwhile, the other third,
in Camara's words;"does riot feel the
lack of God" and shows "disdain for
anyone who reminds them that they
are. not God, but only· creatures." Camara. continued that Francis
would have to learn "how to understand and live poverty among submen and super-men." Francis would
become aware of the distinction
between poverty and misery. Francis
..':: ··:.:: ··:: .·.. ·::.

~

always identified himself with poverty, but in today's society he would
denounce the misery that ·results
from the maintenance of a
repressive, inhuman structure. He
would speak to the super-men who
"maintain their richness at the cost
of the misery of their fellow-citizen.s"
· and would challenge them to lead a
life of humility and simplicity.
St. Francis would also be faced
with the problem of motivating the
Church to recognize that it has and is
"identifying with an oppressive structure. Camara stated that Francis
would continually battle so that
some day he might "see her fulfilling
her true mission," that he might "see
her thoroughly unleashed from the
train of the powerful so that she can
effectively opt for the oppressed,
who are two-thirdS ofhumanity."

~·
IF YOU CAN'T GIVE HER THE MOON
AND STARS, GIVE A DIAMOND
You'd give her the mdon. Buf you're not .
an astronaut. So give he.r the moon
and the stars in the gift of a diamond.
One precious jewel, glowing with thousands of
fiery lights, will express· from its depths
the deep love you feel.

. Round Shape Diamonds
l4 carat only $150

•

·.··:··:·: . -: .

!(i carat only $249

I carat only $799

lgff'
c.enter

605 Race Street

DISCOUNT
TO ALL
.(,Al/IER
STUDENTS

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOl)NTS
INVITED

CincinHti, Ohio

tel: 621·0704

c

ANCIW'S PIZZA
Bond Hill
·1672 Califomia

pla.

242~6922

PIZZA PIES

...

12"

15"

Plain ................. ; ...................... ·1.00
1.95
3.00
Ground Sausage ............................ 1.30
2.35
3.50
Bacon . , .... ; ....... ; .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 1.30
2.35
3.50
Pepperoni ................. : .................. 1.30 2.35
3.50
Mushroom ............. ~ .................•... 1.30 2.35 3.50
Anchovie ............................. ; ...... 1.30 · 2.35 3.50
Onion ....... ."; ....... , ...................... 1.30 . 2.35 3.50
Green Pepper ........•.......... ." .......•... 1.30 2.35 · 3.oo
Combination. of any 2 ..... ; ........... ; . .. .. . 1.60 ·· 2. 75 · 4.00
Deluxe Combination of any 4 ........ ' ....... 2.20 3.55 5.00
Super Deluxe Combination of 6 ... : .. ;·..... : . 2.So · 4.35 6.00
.50
.60
Extra Cheese ....... : .......... • .............. 30

HOGG IE SANDWICHES
STEAK (cheese 154: extra) choice of pizza sauce or
mushroom gravy, onion, pickles ..•......•.•.... 1~35
LUNCH MEAT, made with 4 kinds of lunch meat, pizza sauce
and · c.heese ............ ·; ·......... ~ . . . . • . • • . . . . . . 1.35 /'.,.:::
MEAT BALL, made with pazza sauce and cheese ..... 1.45.
· FISH or TUNA SALAD ................• ; . : ...... ; • . 1.35. :.·
HAM HOGG IE (with Cheese) .. :· ...... ~.; ........... 1.50. !.
·PEPSI-COLA, ROOT BEER, TEEM, ORANGE .......... 25. ''·
·

Your Fav~rlte BeerlAv1llable

····

Free Delivery to All Xavier Dorms
On Order• of $5.00 or More
Call 242-6922
.:: •.••..'....:..:;)

. . ,t

....
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Editors

STEPHEN BEDELL
ANITA BUCK.

MARY ANN BUESCHER
THOMAS FLYNN

XAVIER· UNIVERSITY

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

Big Brother is watching
On each landing, the posier with the enormous face gazed
from the wall. It was one of those pictures which are so contrived that the eyes follow you about when you move. BIG
BROTHER JS WATCHING YOU. the caption beneath it ran
... There was of course no way ofknowing whether you were
being watched at any given moment. You had to live - ·in the.
assumption that every sound you made was overheard, and except in darkness, every movement scrutinized:
·
-George Orwell's 1984

·Qbinon

. Community, though a worthwhile goat,'is a nebulous issue to grapple with. To pinpoint exactly what things contribute to establishing a
sense of community, or a feeling of responsibility for each other,
among a. group of thirty unrelated students is a difficult task.
However, one thing can be ascertained: that placing students in the
role of observers of each other's behavior is destined to lead to acertain alienation of students from each other. Such a disunity within the
Many Xavier students feel that their life in the residence halls under student body not only makes living togeOier difficult, but also sets up
the new University Disciplinary policy this fall has assumed some of many obstacles to students working together- to create change.
. the more bimrre aspects of Orwell's· 1984. Studenis have· become the
Perh.ap.s all this talk of."community living" sounds as· utopic and .
enforcers of the dorm regulations, and with the smiling countena.nce surreabst1c as the unreal picture of the world Orwell draws. However,
of the Housing Staff'looking on with. approbation, students are now there are signs that such goals are not the idle visions of a disillusioned News staff. The Brockman Hall freshman program has made
enco~raged to "inform" on each other.
According to Rod Sheal'.er, a written complaint of a violation may gigantic strides towards developing a sense of camaraderie and combe registered by any individual student without an R.A. being in- m unity. The. new structure for Dorm Councils as proposed to and
volved. At the September 29 Student Senate meeting, Shearer passed by Student Senate this week provides a new (and hopefully
defended this position by paralleling such a policy to that of a private effective) vehicle by which students may contribute to policy-making
citizen being permitted to write out a warrant. Shearer, however, ex- in the dorms.
pressed the feeling that "these things mu.st be investigated."
In interviews with the News several weeks ago about dorm policy
Yes, indeed, such a situation deserves investigation. A policy (cf. Oct. 2 issue), Rod Shearer and Dave Tom both stressed the
whereby students are encouraged to act as spies on each other must necessity of student input to correct problems which the Housing Ofhave a detrimental effect on the possibilitiedor building up com- fice felt unable to solve. The genuine nature of their appeal for
munity life among a group of people living together. According to the · student-sponsored change is evidenced by the new policy on alcohol
Student Handbook, "Xavier University recognized the unique com- announced last week, brought about largely as a result of student
munal atmosphere of the residence setting." Again and again in the feedback. The News would hope that students will take the opporhandbook, and in other literature of the Student Development Of- tunity provided for-student involvement. If the dorm residents confice, the stress is placed on "Xavier University as a Christian com- tinue to live under unfair and/ or disagreeable policies, there is
munity." Yet the current method of enforcing the University policy nothing but their own silence to blame.
on intervisitation, alcohol, and other aspects of s.tudent dorm life
..
destroys any opportunity for the building of such a community.
-M.A.B.::
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XU Grad: Breen i:
no longer
bad word

democracy; consequently we feel Government. The purpose of our acvery strongly that the freedom of tion was primarily to cut "red tape"
speech and the freedom of the press by putti1_1g ourselves directly under
have been ·denied Xavier students· the Housing Office rather than u·nand parents.
der Stu~ent Senate which was busy
As parents of a Xavier student,
One of the things that has made suspending our Constitution
we felt it our responsibility to write the United States a great.nation is because Kuhlman and Husman were
this letter to the Xavier News. We the fact that its citizens have always having some election irregularities.
thoroughly enjoyed receiving each had the freedom to express an opi- The Brockman Council had already
I'm a '74. Xavier grad and one of
edition of the News last year and nion, whether right or wrong, in been working quite closely with the the original five who launched Breen
read it in it's entirety- the same way words or in the news media - and Housing Office to achieve such im- · Lodge in 1972. But today Breen is no
we read each issue of the Xavier when the printed or spoken word provements as .new vending longer considered an "exotic Asian
Communique. We found the News becomes controlled, a strong princi~ machines, permission and materials skin disease."The "Reflections" secmuch more informative and up-to- pie has been lost to everyone; con- for painting the hallways, various tion of the October 9th News and a
date than the Communique and as troversy and different attitudes and repairs, and the steps from terrific "Women's Forum'~ program
these two papers were - and still are opinions are necessary for either a Ledgewood down to the basketball is very encouraging to someone who
.,-- our only source of information nation or a university to keep grow- court. ·
spent much energy and many tears
from the university, we deeply resent ing and improving.
Secondly• it is true that no new of- working for women's interests at
being deprived of receiving the . We find it a sad state o( affairs ficers were elected last Spring. This Xavier. I congratulate those people
Xavier News-this year.
when Xavier University feels it is was the Constitutional responsibility respo1_1sible for both. Four years ago
We have just finished reading the necessary to keep the thoughts and of President Dave Graeser. Perhaps an International Women's Year
firsr issue of the Communique and, attitudes of the students from their· he did not call the elections due to woul~ have generated enough inunfortunately, found it very uninfor- ·own parents - who, in the most the fact.that Brackman had. been terestpatXUtosparklittlemorethan
· mative. There was no mention in the . part, are paying.the tuition for these propoied as an au-Freshman dorm. a casqal yawn. .
·
first issue that . the News· was not students.
The prospect of having very fe\v (if
·After reading "Reftectioni" and
longer being sent to parents. The
· If the university ·has nothing to · any) residents returning to the dorm noting an impressive Forum, I was
next two issues of the Communique hide, and we hope it has not, then severely limitson~'sfield ofp0tential · surprised t~ read Beth Younser'i
will be sent to a·chosen few so that this is surely a misunderstanding candidates and mipt cause one to c:Omnient that in the past four.years.
even less information will be made which will soon be corrected.
decide to hold the election in the B.reen has undergone "a
available to all parents. We find this
If there are facts or circumstances Fall. Due ~o some personal matters, metamorphc>sis from a radical
very objectionable.
·
which the tuitio.n~paying parents of however, Dave was unable to return feminist perspective to a · more
Naturally, as our son Tom has Xavier do not have, then it is the un- to school .thii Fall.
human one." Perhaps Beth· wo~lld
beenastaffmemberforseveralyears, iversity's responsibility to notify
Thirdly, the same article made stop to consider. that the
we are even more resentful of not every parent-and student-of these . reference to an attempt by several metamorphosis is not all together in ·
receiving the Ne.ws and· the fact that- facts.
Husman residents to reorganize the Breen but in a campus (and a society
We are looking forward to an im- Intei:-Dorm council. I was one of the at· large) which is beginning to
it makes it necessary for Tam to
spend his own money to send us provement in the situation.
representatives from Brockman to recognize the feminist perspective as
copies which we enjoy receiving
Mr. and Mn. Richard F. Flynn this "attempt." The Inter-Donn · inherently human. Granted the five
makes us irritated. Obviously, we
council did not fail last year because, · original staff members represented a
would have no way of knowing
as the article stated, "thethreedornis •bit more radical and colorful lifeabout this - and would not have
discarded the idea.'' If anything, the style for Xavier in 1972, but Breen
been notified by the university that
Council failed. because ( t) its presi- . has consistently in the last four years
we were not going to receive it - if
dent was reluctant to follow the sim-. , sponsored feminist. programmins.
Tomhadnotmailedthefirstissueof
pie procedure_ of ·.notifyins Themostrecentexampleswould be -4
· the News home. Consequently, all
moderator Dave . Tom of its "Reflections" and the "Women's
Xavier parents who do not have a
As the. form~r Secretary of the reorgariiution orinviting him to the F~rum." While Bi:een is not solely
son or daughter on the staff will be ·Brockman Halt Dorm Government 111eetings, and (2) certain· represen- - responsible for either, it is a majer
deprived of receiving the News .and the autflor of the current tatives from K.ublnian and Husman influence on both. And politically,
without ariy explanation, · . , . ·Brockman .Constitution, I :would . felt that the most constructive thing I've heard, Breen was still considered
:We have . expressed. our .dis- like to make a :few comments with that the Council could do was to sit a menace last year to· certain
satisfaction in a letter to . Father . regard to Ray i..ebowski's article in around and think up new names to ·members .. of the administrative
()~Brien after· several abortive the October 16'issue of the News.
call Mr. 'Tom.
·
hierarchy. Has Breen changed? Unattempts to reach Father Mulligan·· First, the article makes a reference · .. Finally, ·although certain doubtedly it will change· every year.
· by .phone.· ·
.·
to a . proposai under which the rrieinbers of last year's Brockman But riot as much as Beth's statement .
This letter of protest'w.ould be a . ·.residents of Brockman would have Council· are no longer living in may lead one to believe. Feminisin is
moral responsibiliiy for us whether to reverse tilt secession of. last Brockman, our desire is now, as It rio longer a )>ad word. · ·
·
or not .~e had a son or daughter on December 17 in order to "rejoin Stu- was then, for the improv~ment oflife.
the staff. The United States is, an~, dent Government." Brockman, by ·in the dorms.
· . Bill Ro1en
Barbaria Belbot
thank God, ·always. has· been .a ·its secession ;never left Student
Class or '76
Clais or •74 .

·oefends
-Brockman.
Secession

. P8gel

.....,,....

date-March j, 2006-must be accepted as
genuine.
The van de Grt111/ generator has been taken
to a secret. Federal laboratory in the defunct
. Cincinnati subway system under Central
Parkway, where detailed investigations are·
currently underway. As/or the note, Its cont_ents are presented herewith, for the.first time
·
anywhere and free ofeditorial comment.

I can take that. What really bums me is
when they don't run hot breakfast the whole
time.
. Let me tell you my story. Yesterday mornmg_I g_!)t Uf!, turned on the front page of the
· Post-Enquirer and skimmed it, and dressed.
On the way out I set my watch by the cesium
chronometer in the dorm lobby.
I knew I was in trouble as soon as I hit the

1308 Felten Hall
March 3, 2006

..

Mommy & Daddy
256808975 East S43rd St.
Cleveland, Ohio

Son of return
of the Van de
Graaf generator
by Tom Flynn .
Caroline frowned. She looked adorable
when she frowned, as indeed she looked when
she did anything. But her beauty was wasted·
on a man.who wouldn't look up from his comic book.
·
·
-Robert Sheckley, The Tenth Victim

At 3:02 P.M. October 4, a crumpled slip of
notebook paper materialized beneath the base
of the van de Graaf generator in _Logan Hall,
accompanied by spectacular electromagnetic
and gravitometric manifestation in several
spectr~ at the nano-second of its appearance.
Since analysiss ofthe ink used to rule the blue
lines on the paper has revealed the presence of
iso-polymer dyes unknown to modern
technology, experts concede that the paper's

HELLO,

ROD

BETH , THIS

IS

SHEARER SPEAklt.IG

'\.

Dear ·Parents:
Please take me out of the dorms! .I've lived ··
in Felten Hall ·two weeks now, so I qualify for
off~campus housing,. if only you'd let me. Now
don't .get me wrong.· I like the dorm. I like the
escal8tor, and I like the view from the
thirteenth floor--'-even if it was a little depressing watching them tear down the O'Connor
complex. ·
The only thing I can't take is the food in the
Cafeteria ..
As you've no doubt read somewhere in the CaL .. though my watch showed it was only
Communique (Oh, how do you like the new two minutes and forty seconds after the hour,
red-vellum cover and the color stereo pictures the woman who normally cooks the eggs was
of three years ago's Seniors?), our Cafeteria is sitting at a back table, eagerly digging into her
run by Shambles Foods, an outfit from out of own breakfast. Sure enough, the line was bare,
the Old South. All told, they do a pretty ade- except for donuts, coffee ampules, and
quate job-Worm and Zack, the two guys shredded-wheat tablets. And I was entitled to
who run the Cafeteria, are very friendly. But a hot breakfast! The clock ·on the wall even
the morning breakfa8t has to be seen to be confirmed my judgment.
I complained at once to the hot-breakfast
believed.
Breakfast lasts from seven to nine-thirty. At cook. "Why aren't you cooking eggs?" I
least, that's what they said during the orienta- demanded. "Because I'm eating eggs," she
tion nature hikes. What they don't tell you is answered. "I always eat the last eggs myself." I
that hot breakfast lasts from eight o'clock to protested, ..How can those be the last eggs? It's
eight-oh-three ... period. That's the policy. not eight-oh-three yet!" And you know what
Any other time, you just get coffee and a she did? She looked up at me and said,
donut-and donuts usually run out shortly "Honey, I know these are .the last eggs. You
know how I know? I know because I'm eating
after nine.

ATTEllDEllCE AT WOMEN'S WfEt
WAS POOR' SETH • I oow'r THINIC
BREEN LODGE APPEALS EIJOVGtf
TO THE AVERAGE Co£D.

0...

I HllVE A PROHAM IN HIND
THAT I THINIC WOULD BE
HOii£
Af'l'EALING.

'

Paris .and .StrObl site of
By MARY HENKEL
New18talfWrlllr

Six weeks · in Austria's clean,
-flower-filled, mountainous lake
country; · a semester'~ credits; excellent faculty gathered from various
European universities; friends from
all over the . world: these are the
minimal ad vantages offered .by the
Summer School of the Univ'e~sity of

years. The majority of the students
have received financial aid from
Austrian sources ..
. Sending Xavier students to one
his native land's most ·6Cautifui spots
is a pet project for Professor Beige).
His hard work in cooperatiori with
th~ University of Vienna gives ·participants from Xavier ·easy ·access to
a unique experience of eclucational,

..

them!"
I had one alternative-to visit Worm and
Zack, managers of Shambles Foods, Xavier
division.· I strode at once to their office: The
door w_as open a crack: I was able to discern
two dark figures (one of them carrying a violin
case) bending over a bubbling cauldron. With
grubby fingers, one or the other of them would
drop a Jew morsels into the pot and dutifully
enter the performance in a notebook. Now I
wasn't spying or anything but I did overhear
their ritualistic checkoff procedure: .
"Eye of newt" (Plop!) ... "Toe of frog"
(Splat!) . . . "Three bat's wings" (Plo-ploploop!) . .. "and a dash of mare's sweat!" One
of the figures stepped back ...Well, Zack,
tonight's dinner is finished. What will'we call
it?"
The other man-now revealed to be Zack as
·he crossed through a pool of light-picked up
a ponderous dictionary. After paging through
it for a moment, he looked up at Worm with a
S!llirk of satisfaction, saying: "With respect,
Worm, let's call it ... 'Turtcey Brazil.'"
Worm nodded .. "Yeah, 'Turkey Brazil' it is.
The little people will never know the
difference."
At that moment, I caught a whiff of the
mists rising from the caulfron, and promptly
lost all interest in speaking to Worm and Zack.
Anyway, it was time to catch the monorail and
head for class-you see, I'm cross-registered
through the Consortium into a class at the 0 niversity of Utah .. So there I was, stuck in the
back of a crowed monorail car without a bite
of breakfast in my stomach.
I know you said I had to live in the dorms at
least two months before I got an apartment,
but ... just this once ... couldn't you reconsider?
Your daughter,
Tammy

The page ends here. But after all . .. hasn't it
said enough?
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unique XU programs.

School ~as originally a program for
Austrians and Americans, but was
opened to "the rest of"the world" a
few years ago. Thus the student population is approximately a third
American, a third Austrian, with
another third composed of about
twenty more nationalities. English is
spoken, but chances to practice German or French in conversation are
also ample.

pays about three quarters of the cost·
of a year's studies in France for a
group of Xaiver students.
Scholarships are awarded each year
to applicants who have completed at
least two years' study here, and who

students ·to prepare for the regular
academic; year.
Housin'g, board and counseling ·
for students are overseen by the
Program's Paris director, in Paris.
Fredin scholars go to Paris in July,

Student government and initiative.
are encouraged by ·the Summer
School's administration. The Direc- ·
tor meets with representatives
elected from each of the Austrian,
American and "rest-of-the-world"
groups .. Students may, and do,
organize projects ranging from skiing weekends to teacher-evaluation
questio~naires.

Photo Court•r ot Miiie Brown

Shown .here is the BurMhaus, the women's residence in Strobl, Austria.
Vienna. Opportunities for mountain pei:sonal and cultural enrichment.
hiking, and swimming, for sailing
The atmosphere of ttie su~mer
and water-skiing in clear Lake School in Strobl is relaxed:
Wolfgang, and for totiring Europe professors and their families as well
{or at least weekending in cities like
• Vienna, Munich or Venice) are alsO- as students take advantage Qf the
found.
resort setting. With the small student
Xavier's: Viennese-born ·or. body of around 100, this facilitates
Alfred Beige) has arranged for 3 I pleasant teacher-pupil ·interaction
outside classes.
students to go to the Summer School
iri"Sirobl, Austria, in the last two · T~e University of Vienna Summer
October 23, 1875

School-sponsored social events
may familiarize students with
Austrian folk-dancing, waltzing and
games, or import a rock band from
· nearby Salzburg. Most students
soon familiarize themselves with the
. discotheque in ·the town's. Stadt
. .Wien hotel and the excellent beer
and pastrieS' of the Gasthause and
.Cafe.s. Each student receives free
tickets to two performances at the
world-renowned Salzburg music.
festival.
Twenty students from Xavier will
be able to attend the Summer School
of the University of Vienna this year.
Inquiries should be made soon; contact Dr. Beigel~ 115 Hinkle.
The Fredin M~morial Scholarship

Phot Court•r ol Brigid HlllllOll

The members of the 1974-75 Fredin progr~m a~e~ from left to right: Tom
Coz, Brigid Harmon, Ken Houtman, Joan Helmes, and Steve Hart .
will return for at least" one semester · and begin.regular classes in October.
About 44 semester· hours of
after their studies overseas. Application materials must ·be completed Xavier crj;ldit, in subjects including
·French language, history, political
before November 1st.
The Fredin program is open to science, seography, demography,
students · of all majors, and no literature, music and art, may be
previous knowledge of French is re- gained. Vacations· allow ample opquired. All courses at the Cours de portunity to travel in Europe during
Civilisation Francaise a la Sor- the year. ·
Applications may be picked up at
bonne, which students will attend~
are in French; intensive language the office of the Assistant Dena of
study 'during the summer enables Arts and Sciences, 124 Alter.
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guarantee Xavier continuity, they
have to have a considerable amount
of opportunity to act in Xavier's best
interest without always meeting with
student's ideas of 'best interest."'

The Beck Page is a lree classified section
available to students. faculty, and.staff of Xavier
University. Ads should note•ceed twenty words
and must be submitted In writing at the University Center Information Desk c/o Tiie B•~k Page
no later than the Sunday preceding publication.
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless· resub:
·
milted.
TO ANYBODY: Fix that damn juke-box Grillers.

Irate

KEVIN: We11 Ft them next time, partner! M.S.R.
LINDA: It wa1 a little too much uh. Du·D'u.
TO FR. M.: Truth i5 not jwt where you wi1h to find it.
J.C .. S.J.
PLANT SALE, Friday, October 24 in the linivenity
Center Lobby, 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Sponsored by·
Breen Lodge.
:
READ what people are saying about the ~.R.C.: R.
Nixon- "I am where I am today due to the Brockman
Revolutionary Council." Oral Roberts - ''The BRC
reaffirms my foith with God." Fr. M. - "A great
sandwich, just great. The cafeteria should serve it more
often." 8.R.C.
M .A.O.: How's your love life? Olivia.

coot:MAN 4 West says "Hey Big Boys" - Midge,
Wally. Mae. Eddie, Esme, Ginger, Annus, Ward &
June. Beaver. Sandman.
GIRLS: Want to learn how to body surf? Surrs up in
my waterbed. S.H.
llROWN BAG Lunch this Wednesday at Breen Lodge,
l:JU p.m.

MAE WEST: l'd love to meet you some time,
Marlboro Man. J.B.
JAY. Congratulations on your victory in the HOC.
Kuhlman 4th noor.

Continuity and consistency .of
Xavier financial policy was also one
of the major objections to alternative
methods of fee distribution.
"Displacing the fee, or making the
fee voluntary would mean a lot of inconsistency," Shearer said, "the Universitywould have funds enough for
a student program one year, and not
enough ·the next." The principle
alternative to the fee in its present
form according to Shearer, would be
to abolish it as a separate entity and
include it in tuition payment. The
University is currently surveying
other. schools in an attempt to find a
better method of dealing with payment for student activities.

"Hooker''

from page 4
senior member of the team, gave
some background information on
the game of rugby. He explained, "A
rugby 'side' (team) consists of about
twenty-five people. Of these, fifteen
players dress for the game with no

substitutions allowed. The game ball
resembles an overweight football.
The games are eighty minutes long
witlt a 5 minute halftime and no time
outs. If someone gets hurt, you play,
with fourteen people." Manion conThis year's Student Government is
tinued, "Because the rules are so
strict, you can understand why being concerned with ..building a sense of
.in.good physical shape is a necessity. community" among the students of
Endurance plays a major. part in Xavier, At last Monday's meeting,
Senate approved a proposal for a
determining the winner."
new Dorm Council, implemented
. In explanation of Rugby finances, programs within the dorms to view
(money for the uniforms, field, etc.). residents'. complaints, and set up a
Manion said,. "At the beginning of sub-committee to investigate the
the year, we received $190.00 from selection of Xavier cheerleaders.
the Univer:sity. This money helped
pay for our uniforms (jerseys, shorts,
Paul Peterhans and Paul Shaffery
socks) which cost $400.00. The rest presented the proposal for new dorm
came out of our own pockets. Also, councils. The purpose of the council
each player furnishes his own 'boots' is to "ensure proper representation
(cleats). Every home game, we have for all st.udents among the dorms."
to throw a party (better known as The proposal calls for each wing to
'the third hair) for the opposing elect a wing representative, from
team. It's a good .chance to meet the 'which a chairperson for each dorm
other team's player.s. This money will be selected. The chairperson
also comes out of our pockets."
from each dorm will make up the
Inter-dorm Council. This council
Since there's no scholarships in- will meet monthly. All minutes of
volved, no pay for the coach, and lit- · council meetings will be sent to
tle monetary help from outside the Senate. Each council is free to disteam members themselves, then why cuss any matter which will "enhance
play rugby? Manion says, "It's sim- the life of the students in the dorms."
ple - love of the game. We enjoy it. I
The new members of each dorm
guess it's the personal satisfaction council will rewrite the dorm's conthat keeps you going."
stitution with the help of Senate.
This new constitution, by incorThe unanimous feeling of . the porating the points stressed in the
rugby players seems to be tha.t Coach proposal, will .minimize any strain
Brimelow is the team's greatest asset. between the dorms and Senate. Paul
They stand behind player Kevin Peterhans hopes that this proposar
.Schoeplein when he says, "I support will simplify the dorm elections
procedure. Resident Assistants have
the 'hooker"'.

G. overnment Notes
been asked to hold elections on each
wing and · submit the elected members' name11 to Senate.
John (Skip) Wright opened discussion concerning the selection of
cheerleaders. Several students ·con. cerned with the process by which
cheerleaders are iielected .attended
the meeting to· voice their opinion;
There is much confusion about the
selection of judges, . unclear re- .
quirements, and procedures used in
judging those who try out for the .
squad. Wright had hoped to direct
questions to Tony Brueneman,
Campus Activities Advisor.
However, Mr. Bruenem·an was unavailable at the time of discussion.
Senate appointed a subcommittee to
investigate the issue. This committee, consisting of Skip Wright,
Marcia Plescia, Rich Russo and
Greg Byrne, will seek answers to the
problems brought before Senate.
Beth Bohlen from the Citizen's
School Committee asked Senate to
. support Kenneth Blackwell. Mr.
Blackwell, a Xavier.faculty member
and director of University and Community Affairs, is a candidate for the
Cincinnati School Board. He is running on the ticket with Ed Geers and
John Rue. Ms. Bohlen said that
workers were needed to distribute
literature at the polls on November 4
and prior to Election Day.

llAS DIANA DEVEREAUX, the most beautiful
blossom of the South, been deflowered? OTi~.
SPEAR MINT is good, but Wintergreen is great.
OTIS.
'
THE FRENCH ARMY wears opera h06e. OTIS.
MARY TURNER wears a Mickey Mouse watch.
OTIS.
nlROTTLEBOTTOM drinks dill pickles. OTIS.
ARTISTS needed by· the News. No experie11ce
necessary. will «rain. Contact News Office, 745-3561.
DESPERATELY need ride
"ill pay for gas. Call 3746.

io

Chicago this weekend-

Breen Lodge
Brown· Bag Lunch
1:30 p.m ..
Oct. 29, 1975

BASEBALL
isn't over yet!
Hear
XU vs. UC
Today
at
3:30
on

·wvxu-FM
91.7

PROFESS·IONAL
.TYPIST
60¢ a page

Ca·ll
542-6569

HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

· 100/o OFF
on all ·Mrvlce and part1 to
s.tudentl end faculty
with. Identification card1.
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